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Leachate and Landfill Liquids Committee
• Monitoring legislative and regulatory issues at the federal, state,
and regional level;
• Working with sister committees and SWANA entities to integrate
and coordinate efforts, e.g., Applied Research Foundation;
• Working with industry stakeholders, regulators, and
professionals;
• Most recent focus:
• Poly- and perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS)
• Emerging contaminants (EC)

PFAS Initiative
• Potential significant impact to many sectors, including solid
waste management;
• Solid Waste perceived to be ‘part of the problem’;
• PFAS treatment is a technological challenge;
• Legislative uncertainty resulting in diverging state regulations;
• With focus on groundwater, potable water, & wastewater

• Leachate PFAS content can be disproportionate to sanitary and
industrial wastewaters;
• Rapidly evolving in response to research, legislation, & public
involvement;

Committee Options
• ARF – too limited in scope;
• White Paper(s) – too slow, SWANA process cumbersome;
• Report(s) – collaboration challenging;
• Website – dynamic, access control;
• WIKI – preferred alternative
•
•
•
•
•

Collaborative effort, crowd sourcing
Dynamic & responsive
Editorial layers
Relatively simple mark-up language
Access controls

Objectives of the PFASwiki
• Provide information to SWANA members on PFAS topics
related to landfill liquids;
• Responsive to technological and legislative developments;
• Draw on experience from a range of disciplines;
• Differentiate from other resources:
• ITRC
• EREF

• Engage SWANA members;
• Provide an incentive to recruit new members;
• If successful – expand approach to other committees.

History & Future of the PFASwiki
• Limited Alpha testing
• Built wiki page, including a resource data base
• Demonstrated functionality to SWANA leadership
• Limited in scope and exposure, test deemed successful.

• Expanded Beta testing
•
•
•
•

Migrated to a less-restrictive host within SWANA domain
Context migration and adaptation to new host
Recruited volunteers from within the committee and SWANA at large;
Continue recruiting efforts;

• Provide access to SWANA members at-large;

PFAS wiki
• SWANA Leadership charged Committee with setting up,
maintaining, and development of the wiki;
• PFAS wiki Version 2.0 (sponsored by Tetra Tech) set up in early
July 2020, and transfer of information has begun;
• Volunteers were provided with access credentials to help build
out the wiki over the summer
• Access will be expanded to Committee members and then
general SWANA membership
• Access will be tied to SWANA membership
• If successful, wikis would be introduced to other committees.

WIKI 101
• Online collaboration tools
• Extremely flexible
• Rely on crowd-sourced contributors
• Use mark-up language for formatting and hyperlinking
• Mark-up language is simpler (more limited) than HTML
• Discussion forums are build-in to every page
• Large and diverse crowds, require more ‘policing’
• Moderators have certain super-powers
• Admins have even more superpowers

Mark-up Language
• Relies on syntactically distinguishable tokens to annotate text
[mailto:arie.Kremen@tetratech.com]
• Wiki mark-up is one of the simpler ones:
* Bullet list
** multi-level bullet list
# numbered list
## multi-level numbered list
: indent
:: more indents
= Level 1 heading =
== Level 2 heading ==

Links:
https://swana.org ‘naked’ external link
[https://swana.org SWANA] external link
[mailto:info@swana.org email me]
[[internal link]] on the same wiki
[[:File:Example.jpg | this example]]
[[#See also | different text]]

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:Contents

Help:Contents

https://lllc.swana.org

Registered user

Content
Help & Tools

Editing Environment

Content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current events, seminars, meetings, and webinars
Historical information
Regulations from Federal/state/ and local sources by month & jurisdiction
Recent health information
PFAS in the solid waste cycle
How PFAS changes in the landfill and leaves the landfill
Leachate treatment and other management considerations
Case studies
PFAS Sampling and lab considerations
Communications and Public relations
Contingency Planning
Publication database (under construction)

Click Through – Leachate Tab

Style Guide
• Guidance, designed to be flexible (in development)
• Applicable to content and references:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Report
Presentation
Paper, peer-reviewed
Trade Magazine
News Item
Press Release
Fact Sheet
Rules & Regulations
Legal Document
Product or Service
Other

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lead Author
Co-Author(s)
Title
Publication date
Publication name
Publication organization
Publication URL
(Abstract)

Fair Use Statement
This site contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by
the copyright owner. In accord with our nonprofit mission, we are making such material available to
advance understanding of Emerging Contaminants as they relate to solid waste disposal. We believe this
constitutes a "fair use" of any such copyrighted material as provided in Section 107 of the US Copyright
Law. In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material on this website is distributed without
profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research and
educational purposes.
For further information on fair use go to: https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/107 If you wish to
use copyrighted material from this site for purposes of your own that go beyond fair use, you must obtain
permission from the copyright owner.
To maintain fair use please observe the following uploading criteria:
• DO NOT upload documents that were obtained from a pay website. Only information that is available
for free should be uploaded.
• Information obtained from free sources may be uploaded in their entirety and a link to the source must
be provided.
• Abstracts from a pay website may be uploaded and a link to the pay website must be provided.
• Use of information from this website must be for education purposes or specific copyright permission
must be obtained from the copyright holder.

Publication Database
• Only upload documents which are in the public domain
• We consider abstracts to be in the public domain

• Link to documents that are copyrighted or behind a paywall
• When in doubt, contact copyright holder or provide link
• Supported formats (limited to 100MB):
png, gif, jpg, jpeg, webp, pdf, ppt, pptx, xls, xlsx, doc, docx, zip
• Content will be categorized (cf. Style Guide) and possibly
searchable

What to avoid
• Copy with low information content
• Overly blatant marketing and promotional material
• Information not relevant to industry
• 1-to-1 duplication of information provided elsewhere

How to join?
• Be a SWANA member in good standing
• Join the Landfill Liquids Technical Committee
• Invitation only. Consider this your invitation!
• Contact the presenters, and our people will get to you.
• Hosting services provided by SWANA
• Tony MacFarlane, SWANA webmaster
• Administrative Admin of the wiki
• Credentials will be email from webmaster@swana.org

Contact Information
Ivan A. Cooper, PE, BCEE

T: (980) 260-2110
C: (704) 226-8074
Email: icooper@cecinc.com

Arie P. Kremen, PhD
T: (845) 694-0213
C: (732) 575-0051
Email: arie.kremen@tetratech.com

Questions?
CONNECT WITH US!

www.cecinc.com
https://lllc.swana.org

